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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Impulsivity, the tendency to exhibit unduly premature or risky behaviour, has been associated with addiction to several drugs of abuse including alcohol but the directionality of this relationship is not entirely clear. Thus, impulsivity might be a vulnerability factor to develop alcoholism or might appear as a consequence of repeated alcohol use and withdrawal. Demonstration of causal relationships in human studies is difficult; inferences must be made from retrospective data, and impulsivity in individuals using or having used alcohol may reflect an effect of the drug. Nevertheless, longitudinal studies performed with subjects with a family history of alcoholism seem to suggest a positive relationship between higher levels of impulsivity and the development of alcohol abuse disorders \[[@pone.0131016.ref001]--[@pone.0131016.ref003]\].

Animal studies have the advantage of assessing impulsivity in alcohol-naïve subjects with a known genetic background and propensity to drink, allowing the assessment of impulsivity both before and after exposure to alcohol. Several rodent strains have been genetically bred to display marked differences in alcohol related behaviours. Thus, alcohol-preferring (P) and alcohol-nonpreferring (NP) rats have been bi-directionally bred for their consumption of ethanol in a 2-bottle choice drinking procedure. Alcohol-preferring P rats show high levels of ethanol preference over water when given free access to both solutions, unlike NP rats which show very low levels of voluntary ethanol drinking under the same conditions \[[@pone.0131016.ref004],[@pone.0131016.ref005]\].

We initially hypothesised that P rats might show high levels of impulsivity in the 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) prior to any opportunity to drink alcohol, in comparison with NP rats. This hypothesis was based on the association between alcohol abuse and heightened impulsivity in humans \[[@pone.0131016.ref006],[@pone.0131016.ref007]\], and the finding that impulsivity in the 5-CSRTT is positively correlated with ethanol drinking in several strains of mice \[[@pone.0131016.ref008]--[@pone.0131016.ref010]\] and an analogous task in humans \[[@pone.0131016.ref008],[@pone.0131016.ref011]\].

Motor impulsivity, the tendency to act rashly, reflecting an inability to restrain inappropriate or prepotent responses, which might lead to negative consequences, has been shown strongly to predict the escalation of cocaine intake and the development of compulsive cocaine seeking in rats \[[@pone.0131016.ref012]\], as well as nicotine self-administration \[[@pone.0131016.ref013]\] but did not predict loss of control over heroin self-administration in rats \[[@pone.0131016.ref014]\] suggesting that impulsivity does not predict the tendency to self-administer or lose control over all addictive drugs.

Although not primarily studied in the 5-CSRTT, P and NP rats have been assessed for impulsivity using other measures. Previous studies using a differential reinforcement of low-rate responding (DRL) task suggested no marked differences in motor impulsivity between P and NP rats, nor between the high alcohol drinking (HAD1) and low alcohol drinking (LAD1) lines, that were also bred for their differential levels of alcohol drinking and preference \[[@pone.0131016.ref015]\], and even suggested that P rats showed reduced motor impulsivity compared with Wistar rats in a DRL-10s procedure \[[@pone.0131016.ref016]\]. Nevertheless, in paradigms of choice impulsivity, e.g. delay-discounting tasks, in which impulsive individuals show a preference for options leading to immediate gratification, but are detrimental in the long term, versus options associated with delayed benefits but that provide a more advantageous outcome in the long run, high alcohol-preferring mice \[[@pone.0131016.ref017]\] and rats \[[@pone.0131016.ref018],[@pone.0131016.ref019]\] have shown steeper discounting and hence are more impulsive than the low preferring strains, although this finding has not always been replicated \[[@pone.0131016.ref010],[@pone.0131016.ref020],[@pone.0131016.ref021]\].

To further characterise P and NP rats we investigated whether they were differentially impaired in the acquisition of appetitive Pavlovian conditioning since this has been shown to predict measures of stimulant self-administration and the incentive salience of drug-associated stimuli \[[@pone.0131016.ref022],[@pone.0131016.ref023]\]. In this task, some subjects will approach the location in which the reward is delivered, showing a goal-tracking response while others develop an approach response towards the CS predictive of reward delivery and interact with it (sign-trackers). Thus, it has been suggested that differences in this apparent attribution of incentive salience to discrete cues predictive of reward in sign-tracking rats might be associated with impulsivity \[[@pone.0131016.ref024]--[@pone.0131016.ref026]\] and may predict vulnerability to drug use \[[@pone.0131016.ref022],[@pone.0131016.ref023],[@pone.0131016.ref025],[@pone.0131016.ref027]\].

In the present study we also assessed P and NP rats in an intermittent 2-bottle choice drinking procedure prior to re-testing in the 5-CSRTT, in order both to validate and replicate the drinking phenotype observed in these lines in our laboratory and to investigate if chronic access to alcohol in the P rats would impact on our measure of impulsivity.

Material and Methods {#sec002}
====================

Subjects {#sec003}
--------

Fifteen male P rats and thirteen male NP rats of 4--5 weeks of age were provided by Indiana University Medical Centre (Indianapolis, IN) and accustomed to the animal facility for 3 weeks before the start of the experiments. Rats were housed in groups of 2--4 per cage up until the two-bottle choice procedure whereupon they were singly-housed. Throughout the study animals were maintained in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room (22°C) under a reversed light/dark cycle (white lights off/red lights on from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.). When body weights had reached at least 340 g a food restricted diet (18 g chow/subject/day) was imposed to maintain weights at 85--90% of free-feeding weights. This was implemented for the entire duration of the study, except where otherwise specified. Water was available *ad libitum*. All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with the regulatory requirement of the UK Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986 and Council Directive 2010/63EU of the European Parliament, and were approved by the University of Cambridge Institutional Animal Care and Use committee.

Behavioural apparatus {#sec004}
---------------------

The 5-CSRTT apparatus consisted of eight rat operant chambers (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont, USA). Each chamber was housed in a sound-attenuating outer cabinet, with a ventilator fan providing a constant low-level background noise. The rear wall of the chamber was curved and contained 5 apertures fitted with infrared detectors to detect nose-poke responses. The apertures were illuminated by a yellow stimulus light located inside each aperture. On the opposite side of the chamber, a magazine connected to a food dispenser allowed the automatic delivery of 45 mg of reward pellets (Noyes dustless pellets, Research Diets, UK). Subjects gained access to the food magazine by pushing a panel monitored by a micro-switch. A house-light was located at the top of the wall above the food magazine.

Twelve operant chambers were used for the Pavlovian conditioning experiments, different from the ones used for the 5-CSRTT, and located in a different room (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont, USA). These were equipped with two retractable levers, a pellet receptacle and dispenser between the levers on the same wall, a cue light above each lever and a white house light. Active and inactive levers were counterbalanced between the left and right sides of the behavioural chamber.

Behavioural procedures on the 5-choice task {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------

On two consecutive days before the start of the behavioural testing, rats were given 20 g of reward pellets in their home-cage prior to their daily feeding, in order to habituate them to the reinforcer. During the first two sessions of training animals were habituated in the boxes for 30 min. During these sessions several pellets were placed in each of the five apertures and the magazine in order to facilitate exploration of the chamber and nose-poking behaviour.

The 5-CSRTT training began with the illumination of the house-light and free delivery of a food pellet in the magazine accompanied by the illumination of the food magazine, which signalled reinforcer availability. When the animal nose-poked in the magazine to collect the pellet, the first trial was initiated. After a fixed interval (ITI), one of the stimulus lights in the holes was turned on for a brief time and the animal was required to nose-poke within a certain period of time (limited hold, LH) into the correct hole in order to obtain the reinforcer. After a correct response, the animal was required to nose-poke into the food magazine to collect the reinforcer and to initiate the next trial. An incorrect response occurred when the animal made a response in a different hole to the one that had been illuminated, and this was followed by a time out period (TO) during which time the lights were turned off for 5 s. Responses made into the holes during this period restarted the TO. An error of omission occurred when the animal failed to respond into any of the holes after the completion of the LH and was also followed by a TO. Any response into the holes during the ITI (i.e., before the stimulus light had been presented) was registered as a premature response and was followed by a TO. After a TO period, the next trial was restarted by a nose-poke into the magazine. Perseverative responses into any of the response holes after a correct response but before the collection of food were registered but had no programmed consequences.

At the beginning of training, the stimulus duration (SD) was set to 30 s and the ITI was set to 2s. After achieving performance criteria (\>50 correct trials, \>75% accuracy,\<25% omissions), the stimulus duration was reduced in the following pattern: 30, 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.8, 1.4, 1.2, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 (baseline) and the LH and ITI were set at 5 s. Testing was carried out daily (5--6 days/week), and the session lasted for 100 trials or 30 min, whichever came first. After 2 weeks of stable responding, rats were tested under conditions designed to increase premature responding. During this 60 min session the ITI was increased to 7 s to facilitate the likelihood of a premature response \[[@pone.0131016.ref028]\]. On the day following the long ITI challenge session rats were tested under the training ITI of 5 s. Levels of impulsivity were evaluated in P and NP rats before and after access to ethanol. Animals were not food restricted for the duration of the intermittent access two bottle choice procedure.

The behavioural variables used for the analysis of 5-CSRTT performance were (i) accuracy: correct responses/(correct responses + incorrect responses) x 100; (ii) omissions: total omissions/(correct responses + incorrect responses + omissions) x 100; (iii) premature responses: premature responses/(correct responses + incorrect responses + omissions) x 100; (iv) correct response latency: latency to nose-poke into the correct hole after the onset of the stimulus (s); (v) magazine latency: latency to collect the reward after a correct response (s); (vi) time in magazine: time spent nose-poking in the food magazine (s).

Pavlovian conditioned approach {#sec006}
------------------------------

Our procedure was adapted from that described by \[[@pone.0131016.ref029]\]. Prior to training, rats were familiarised with chocolate flavoured food pellets (45 mg precision food pellets, Research Diets, UK) in their home-cage for two consecutive days. The following day, rats were placed into the operant chambers for a pre-training session. Here 50 food pellets were delivered in the food-magazine following a variable interval 30-s schedule (pellet delivered between 0-60s). After this pre-training session the task was implemented during 5 consecutive daily sessions. For each session, a trial consisted of the insertion of a lever (CS) into the chamber for 8 s on a VI 55-s schedule. The retraction of the lever was followed by the delivery of a food pellet in the food magazine. Each session consisted of 25 trials (CS-US pairings), and pellet delivery was independent of the behaviour of the animal. The measures recorded were the total number of lever presses and total number and time spent nose-poking into the food magazine during the presentation of the CS (lever).

Ethanol preference test {#sec007}
-----------------------

Rats were individually housed and provided with 24 h intermittent access to two bottles containing tap water or 10% v/v ethanol for a period of 4 weeks. The two bottles were available for 24 hours on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and bottles were weighed prior to and after each 24 h period. Solutions were prepared and changed weekly and provided at room temperature. The positions of the bottles were alternated every day to prevent side preferences. Ethanol consumption (g alcohol/kg animal body weight/day) and ethanol preference over the total fluid intake (%) were the main dependent variables.

Statistical analyses {#sec008}
--------------------

Inferential statistics were carried out using the 'Statistical Package for Social Sciences' (SPSS, version 20.0). Behavioural data on the 5-CSRTT were analysed using repeated measures ANOVA with group (2 levels: P vs NP rats) as the between subject's factor and alcohol exposure (2 levels: pre and post alcohol) and session (3 levels: baseline1, long ITI, baseline2) as within subject's factors. Significant interactions were further analysed using one-way ANOVAs and paired samples t-tests. Total number of sessions to achieve criteria of performance in the 5-CSRTT was analysed by a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test. Data from the Pavlovian conditioned approach task, ethanol preference and intake were analysed with repeated measures ANOVA with group and session as between and within subject's factors, respectively. For the session by session comparisons of ethanol preference and intake, significant p values were adjusted after Bonferroni corrections. Where sphericity assumptions were violated, the Huynh Feldt correction was applied and the epsilon value is reported. Pearson's correlation coefficient r was used to determine the relationships between impulsivity, goal- and sign-tracking and the time spent in magazine in the 5-CSRTT.

Results {#sec009}
=======

5-CSRTT {#sec010}
-------

There were no statistical differences in the number of sessions required to achieve baseline performance criteria (NP: 33.54 ± 1.2, P: 31.67 ± 1.8, χ^2^ ~(1)~ = .308, n.s.). P and NP rats showed no significant difference in premature responses during the baseline and long ITI challenge sessions (group x session interaction: F~2,52~ = .325, n.s; group: F~1,26~ = .138, n.s; [Fig 1A](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Both P and NP rats showed increased premature responding during the long ITI session (session: F~2,52~ = 141.981, p\<0.001, ε = .566) but this increase was no different between groups nor was it significantly modulated by 4-weeks of alcohol exposure, despite P rats consuming significantly more ethanol than NP rats (see below). Attentional accuracy ([Fig 1B](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and omissions ([Fig 1C](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}) were also generally unaffected by phenotypic status and ethanol exposure. Thus, although accuracy decreased during the long ITI session and increased during the following baseline session these changes were no different between P and NP rats. Omissions increased significantly in both groups during the final baseline session but this change was small and not different between P and NP rats. However, correct response latencies were differentially affected in P and NP rats (group x session interaction: F~2,52~ = 5.14, p\<0.01, [Fig 1D](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}) with ethanol-exposed P rats being significantly faster to respond than NP rats during the long ITI session (p\<0.05).

![5-CSRTT.\
Performance of alcohol-preferring rats (P, closed squares) and alcohol-non-preferring rats (NP, open circles) in the 5-CSRTT, during baseline sessions (ITI = 5s) and during the long ITI challenge session (ITI = 7s) before and after the 4-week alcohol intake. Data are means ± SE of % premature responding (a), attentional accuracy (b), % omissions (c), correct response latency (d), food magazine latency (e) and time spend nose-poking in the food magazine (f). All p\<0.05: (≠) vs baseline A, (σ) vs previous sessions; (\*) significant difference between P and NP rats in the same session; (•) vs baseline A in P rats, (∞) vs baseline A and B; (x) versus pre-alcohol sessions in NP rats.](pone.0131016.g001){#pone.0131016.g001}

Alcohol-preferring P rats also showed enhanced magazine-directed behaviour compared with NP rats. Our analysis revealed a significant interaction between group and alcohol exposure (F~1,26~ = 6.267, p\<0.05, [Fig 1E](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and a significant main effect of group (F~1,26~ = 18.02, p\<0.001) showing that P rats were faster to approach and enter the food magazine than NP rats. P rats also spent longer nose poking in the food magazine compared with NP rats (group: F~1,26~ = 11.86, p\<0.01, [Fig 1F](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Alcohol exposure had no significant effect on magazine latencies in P rats (see [Fig 1E](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}). However, in NP rats, magazine latencies significantly increased following intermittent alcohol intake. Finally, both groups showed an increase in time spent in the magazine during the long ITI challenge session (F~2,52~ = 50.9, p\<0.001, ε = 0.612, [Fig 1F](#pone.0131016.g001){ref-type="fig"}) regardless of their alcohol experience (all F values \< 0.8, n.s.).

Pavlovian conditioned approach {#sec011}
------------------------------

The above findings indicate that P rats are faster to enter the food magazine and spend more time in its vicinity. To investigate the hypothesis that P rats show altered motivational responses to the primary reward itself we compared P and NP rats in the acquisition of approach responses to the primary reward (goal-tracking) and a conditioned stimulus predictive of food reward (sign-tracking). Alcohol-preferring P rats showed diminished sign-tracking responses compared with NP rats; the latter progressively increasing their lever-press responses each session (group x session interaction: F~4,104~ = 3.86, p\<0.05; group: F~1,26~ = 5.29, p\<0.05, [Fig 2A](#pone.0131016.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In marked contrast, P rats showed high levels of goal-directed responses in the food magazine compared with NP rats (main effect of group, F~1,26~ = 10.30, p\<0.01, [Fig 2B](#pone.0131016.g002){ref-type="fig"}). There were no session or session x group interactions (all F values \<0.855, n.s.). P rats also spent more time nose-poking in the magazine in comparison with NP rats (main effect of group, F~1,26~ = 15.775, p\<0.01, [Fig 2C](#pone.0131016.g002){ref-type="fig"}), and time spent nose-poking increased across sessions in both groups (session effect: F~4,104~ = 7.22, p\<0.01). Although the session x group interaction did not reach significance, the increase in time spent nose-poking across sessions tended to be more pronounced in P rats.

![Pavlovian conditioned approach.\
Acquisition of Pavlovian conditioned approach in alcohol-preferring rats (P, closed squares) and alcohol-non-preferring rats (NP, open circles). Data are means ± SE of total lever presses (sign-tracking responses, a), total magazine nose-pokes during the CS-lever presentations (goal-tracking responses, b), and total time spent nose-poking during the CS-lever presentations (c). All p\<0.05: (\*) significant group differences, (•) versus session 1 in NP rats.](pone.0131016.g002){#pone.0131016.g002}

Ethanol preference and intake {#sec012}
-----------------------------

[Fig 3](#pone.0131016.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the total alcohol intake and preference for P and NP rats during the 12 sessions of intermittent access to alcohol and water in the home cage. P rats consumed significantly more alcohol than NP rats (group x session interaction: F~11,286~ = 36.78, p\<0.001, ε = 0.32; group: F~1,26~ = 143.63, p\<0.001, [Fig 3A](#pone.0131016.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and showed a significantly higher preference for alcohol (group x session interaction: F~11,286~ = 31.76, p\<0.001, ε = 0.33, group: F~1,26~ = 189.94, p\<0.001, [Fig 3B](#pone.0131016.g003){ref-type="fig"}). P rats consumed approximately 5 g alcohol/kg/day during the final 5 sessions whereas NP rats consumed less than 1g alcohol/kg/day over a similar period.

![Intermittent access two-bottle choice procedure.\
Data represent the mean ± SE of alcohol preference (a) and alcohol intake (g/kg/day) (b) during the 12 sessions of intermittent access to alcohol in alcohol-preferring rats (P, closed squares) and alcohol-non-preferring rats (NP, open circles). All p\<0.05 (adjusted after Bonferroni correction): (\*) significant group differences, (•) vs session 1.](pone.0131016.g003){#pone.0131016.g003}

Dimensional analysis {#sec013}
--------------------

[Fig 4](#pone.0131016.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationships between impulsivity and magazine latencies in the 5-CSRTT and goal- versus sign-tracking behaviour in the Pavlovian conditioned approach task. Impulsivity was not correlated with either goal- or sign-tracking behaviour (p \< 0.71, n.s, [Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0131016.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, goal- and sign-tracking behaviour was negatively correlated (r = -0.51, p\<0.01, [Fig 4C](#pone.0131016.g004){ref-type="fig"}) indicating, unsurprisingly, that high sign-tracking behaviour is associated with low levels of responding in the food magazine during the presentation of the CS (lever). Animals that spent longer nose-poking in the food magazine during the 5-CSRTT also showed high levels of goal-tracking behaviour in the Pavlovian conditioned approach task (r = 0.416, p\<0.05, [Fig 4D](#pone.0131016.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Correlations between main variables.\
Correlational analysis of impulsive responses during the first long ITI session in the 5-CSRTT and the data from the 5^th^ session of the Pavlovian conditioned approach task: Impulsivity and goal-tracking responses (number of magazine nose-pokes) (a); impulsive responses and sign-tracking responses (number of lever presses) (b); goal-tracking and sign-tracking responses (c); goal-tracking responses and time spent nose-poking in the food magazine during the first long ITI session in the 5-CSRTT) (d). P(closed circles), NP (open circles).](pone.0131016.g004){#pone.0131016.g004}

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

The main findings of this study confirm the greater preference and consumption of alcohol in selectively bred alcohol-preferring P rats compared with alcohol non-preferring NP rats. Despite this clear vulnerability, however, P rats were not more impulsive than NP rats either when assessed before or after a four week period of intermittent alcohol exposure. However, P rats showed faster response latencies to collect food reward, spent more time nose-poking in the food magazine in the 5-CSRTT, and showed increased goal-tracking responses in an appetitive Pavlovian conditioning task compared with NP rats. These findings demonstrate that vulnerability to alcohol intake is not predicted by increased levels of motor impulsivity on the 5-CSRTT, unlike psychostimulants \[[@pone.0131016.ref013],[@pone.0131016.ref028]\] but instead by increased goal-directed behaviour to food incentives.

P and NP rats showed similar levels of premature responding in the 5-CSRTT even when the waiting interval to respond was increased. Although we initially hypothesised that P rats might show high levels of impulsivity compared with NP rats the existing literature regarding the evaluation of impulsivity in these two selected lines is scarce and inconsistent. In a study by Steinmez and colleagues \[[@pone.0131016.ref015]\] P, NP and Wistar rats were tested in a differential reinforcement of low-rate responding (DRL) task. This task evaluates motor impulsivity and is analogous to the construct of waiting impulsivity in the 5-CSRTT in that rats must withhold responding until a certain time interval has elapsed. P rats showed similar levels of lever pressing behaviour compared with NP and Wistar rats during a DRL-15s schedule suggesting similar levels of motor impulsivity between P and NP rats under these conditions \[[@pone.0131016.ref015]\]. In an earlier study, P rats were unimpaired in a similar DRL task compared with Wistar rats, with some evidence even of reduced impulsivity under some schedules \[[@pone.0131016.ref016]\]. These findings collectively indicate that alcohol-preferring P rats do not have an associated high level of motor impulsivity on the 5-CSRTT or DRL tasks and that impulsivity is not a factor predisposing them to drink alcohol.

However, other studies have reported an association between elevated levels of motor impulsivity and high alcohol drinking in several rodent lines not specifically bred for levels of ethanol drinking and preference. For instance, alcohol-naive C57BL/6J mice, which naturally show high levels of alcohol preference, also show higher levels of impulsivity in the 5-CSRTT compared with DBA2/J mice, a naturally alcohol-avoiding strain \[[@pone.0131016.ref008]\]. Furthermore, the BXD16 recombinant inbred mouse strain, characterised by an impulsive/inattentive phenotype in the 5-CSRTT also showed higher motivation to obtain an alcohol solution and enhanced cue-induced relapse of alcohol seeking \[[@pone.0131016.ref009]\].

An elevated alcohol drinking phenotype is not always accompanied by increased motor impulsivity. Thus, Wilhelm and Mitchell \[[@pone.0131016.ref020]\] studied selectively bred Sardinian alcohol-preferring (sP) and non-preferring (sNP) rats, as well as alko alcohol (AA) and alko non-alcohol (ANA) rats, in a delay discounting task. No differences in choice impulsivity were found between any of the lines tested, showing that genetic models of high alcohol consumption are not always accompanied by increased impulsivity \[see also 10 for similar results in mice\]. Conversely, in a previous study from the same authors, high alcohol drinking rats (HAD) showed higher levels of choice impulsivity than low alcohol drinking rats (LAD) \[[@pone.0131016.ref019]\], and a similar result was found in mice \[[@pone.0131016.ref017]\]. Overall, the results indicate that impulsivity may be a predictor of alcohol drinking in certain models but not in others. This is consistent with recent major prospective studies of ethanol drinking in human adolescents, which point that alcoholism has multiple aetiologies \[[@pone.0131016.ref030]\].

In a recent study two factors were assessed in relation to the high drinking phenotype: levels of consumption and operant seeking responses to obtain alcohol \[[@pone.0131016.ref018]\]. This study compared delay-discounting impulsivity in alcohol-preferring rats (P), which display high levels of both ethanol seeking and consumption, with high alcohol drinking rats (HAD2), that display moderate alcohol seeking but high consumption, and Long Evans rats (LE) that exhibit moderate alcohol seeking and consumption. The main findings indicated that only the high-seeking P rats showed high levels of delay discounting. Surprisingly, the high drinking HAD2 rats did not show elevated impulsivity, suggesting that choice impulsivity may be a vulnerability marker for high alcohol seeking rather than alcohol consumption. These results, together with our current data show the importance of taking into account the dimension of impulsivity being measured when seeking associations with elevated levels of alcohol seeking or consumption, since although choice impulsivity and motor impulsivity can be present in the same cohort of animals \[[@pone.0131016.ref031]\], these two impulsivity subtypes are neurally dissociable \[[@pone.0131016.ref032],[@pone.0131016.ref033]\]. Furthermore, several studies have shown that choice and motor impulsivity are not correlated within the same population of animals \[[@pone.0131016.ref034]\] and a cross-translational study has shown no correlation between motor and choice impulsivity in rats and humans \[[@pone.0131016.ref035]\], indicating that some strains/individuals might show higher choice impulsivity and, at the same time, reduced motor impulsivity.

A possible explanation for these varied results in relation to the possible genetic association between impulsivity and alcohol use is that when selecting for a particular phenotype, in this case differential levels of home cage drinking and preference for alcohol solutions over water, the phenotype of interest might in the first instance be determined by a particular aggregate of secondary phenotypes (reactivity to novelty, taste aversion, etc) that could vary between the different parental strains that are bi-directionally bred over generations, with the subsequent selection of the accompanying genes associated with those selected phenotypes (and genes) \[[@pone.0131016.ref036]\].

A 4-week period of intermittent access to alcohol had no effect on impulsivity in P or in NP rats. As expected, the NP line did not voluntarily drink alcohol (\<1g/kg x 24h) and so it was to be expected that their level of impulsivity did not change as a consequence of their modest alcohol intake. However, nor did alcohol have any effect on impulsive performance of P rats in the 5-CSRTT and this is in accordance with other studies reporting no differences in choice impulsivity in rats \[[@pone.0131016.ref037]\] or motor impulsivity in mice \[[@pone.0131016.ref038]\] after extended access to alcohol. Several factors can account for this lack of effect of alcohol in our experiment. Firstly, the total amount of alcohol consumed by the P rats, while significant, was moderate (P rats consumed a mean total of 34.3 ± 2.3 g/kg alcohol, while NP rats only 2.92 ± 0.64 g/kg) and possibly insufficient to influence impulsivity in contrast to other studies in which higher amounts of alcohol and longer treatment durations were used \[[@pone.0131016.ref039],[@pone.0131016.ref040]\]. Nevertheless, our results are in accordance with those of Mejia-Toiber et al \[[@pone.0131016.ref037]\] in which adult rats exposed to chronic intermittent ethanol did not differ from saline treated rats in their impulsivity levels in a delay discounting task. Secondly, in the present experiment impulsivity may have been assessed outside the critical withdrawal period: in the current study a total of 22 days passed between the end of the intermittent two bottle choice procedure and the post-alcohol long ITI testing, a period in which the effects of alcohol in increasing premature responding could have been mitigated. However, this is not in accordance with previous results showing increased motor impulsivity (in the 5-CSRTT and in the 5 choice continuous performance task) in rats after repeated cycles of alcohol intoxication and withdrawal that persisted even after 5 weeks of abstinence \[[@pone.0131016.ref039],[@pone.0131016.ref040]\]. The current results suggest that disruptive effects on impulsivity of chronic alcohol exposure in adult rats may only be seen with greater degrees of alcohol intake.

In contrast to the lack of group differences regarding the effects of alcohol exposure described above, we did find robust differences between P and NP rats in measures of motivation, specifically magazine latencies and in the time spent in the food magazine but not in attentional variables such as accuracy of responding and omissions. Thus, P rats showed consistently faster latencies to collect the food reward after a correct response and also spent longer time responding in the food magazine compared with NP rats. These observations suggest P rats were more highly motivated than NP rats to forage and consume the food reward. Consistent with these findings P rats have also been found to display a higher preference for sucrose \[[@pone.0131016.ref041]\] and saccharin \[[@pone.0131016.ref042]\] compared with NP rats.

When tested in the Pavlovian conditioned approach task NP rats developed a sign-tracking (lever-press) response. However, this was absent in the P rats, who, nevertheless, showed high levels of goal-tracking behaviour, manifesting perseverative nose-poking in the food magazine during the periods in which the conditioned CS lever was inserted into the chamber, signalling the proximal delivery of the reinforcer, a result that positively correlated with time spent nose-poking in the magazine in the 5-CSRTT. The full significance of these results is still unclear but goal-tracking trait may be co-selected during the bi-directional breeding of the alcohol preferring phenotype, as is the case for rats selectively bred based on their high or low reactivity to a novel environment, the bred high-responder (bHR) and bred low-responder (bLR) rats, which similarly display marked differences in goal- and sign-tracking \[[@pone.0131016.ref025]\]. The literature regarding the relationship between impulsivity and sign-/goal-tracking behaviour is varied, and seems to depend on the dimension of impulsivity being measured. Tomie et al \[[@pone.0131016.ref043]\] initially reported a positive association between choice impulsivity, evaluated in a delay discounting task, and the acquisition of autoshaping in rats \[[@pone.0131016.ref043]\] but this result has not been replicated in two successive studies: Flagel et al. \[[@pone.0131016.ref025]\] found the opposite result when assessing bHR and bLR rats in a delay discounting task, reporting that the bHR rats, which also show high sign-tracking behaviour, where less impulsive than the bLR rats, which are goal-trackers. In contrast, the same study found higher motor impulsivity, evaluated in a DRL task, in bHR rats, in comparison with bLR rats, a result later replicated by Lovic et al \[[@pone.0131016.ref026]\], in which sign-tracking was positively associated with motor impulsivity in a two-choice serial reaction time task and in a DRL task. However, the later study seemed to suggest the opposite relationship regarding choice impulsivity, where goal-trackers showed higher levels of impulsivity in the longer delay option in comparison with sign-trackers. Although these two later studies showed a positive association between motor impulsivity and the acquisition of sign-tracking response, we failed to see any such association between high or low impulsive rats in the 5-CSRTT and Pavlovian autoshaping \[[@pone.0131016.ref031]\]. In the present experiment, we also failed to find any correlation between motor impulsivity in the 5-CSRTT and goal- or sign-tracking behaviour. Conversely, our findings do support a dichotomy between goal- and sign-tracking responses, which were negatively inter-related, and also report for the first time a significant relationship between food-magazine perseveration in the 5-CSRTT and goal-tracking responses in a Pavlovian conditioned approach task, as previously reported \[[@pone.0131016.ref044]\].

The high goal-tracking responses seen in P rats in the present investigation seem to be a counterintuitive finding according to the sign-tracking model of alcohol abuse proposed by Tomie and colleagues \[[@pone.0131016.ref045]\]. An alternative explanation could be that the door/panel which gives access to the food reinforcer in the magazine of the 5-CSRTT or even the magazine itself in the Pavlovian approach task could represent the "cocktail glass" CS alluded to by Tomie, insofar as the magazine is the receptacle in which the reward is consumed by the rat. However, a similar argument could be made about goal-tracking in general; it is controlled by stimuli in the immediate vicinity of the food reinforcer. Our observations suggest, therefore, that high levels of goal-tracking of a food reinforcer in an appetitive Pavlovian approach task might predict elevated levels of consumption and preference for alcohol, but establishing a truly causal link between the two will require further study.

To conclude, high levels of genetically determined alcohol preference and consumption is not associated with increased impulsivity in the 5-CSRTT. Thus, motor impulsivity in this task predicts higher rates of cocaine \[[@pone.0131016.ref028]\] and nicotine self-administration \[[@pone.0131016.ref013]\] but not heroin \[[@pone.0131016.ref014]\] or alcohol self-administration. These results suggest that 5-CSRTT impulsivity and vulnerability to addiction may hold only for psychostimulant substances but may not always generalise to opioids or alcohol. Our findings further demonstrate that excessive food-oriented behaviour during performance on the 5-CSRTT and an appetitive Pavlovian conditioning task is associated with increased preference and consumption of alcohol, implying that shared mechanisms may underlie goal-tracking to food incentives and alcohol intake.

Supporting Information {#sec015}
======================

###### Pavlovian conditioned approach.

Alcohol-preferring rats (P, closed squares) and alcohol-non-preferring rats (NP, open circles). Data are means ± SE of probability of lever press (a), probability of nose-poke (b), latency of lever press (c) response bias \[(number of lever presses-number of magazine nose-pokes)/(number of lever presses + number of magazine nose-pokes)\] (d), and number of nose-pokes from trials 1 to 25 during the first session (e). *Statistics*: repeated measures ANOVA for each line were performed followed by paired samples t tests comparing each of the sessions with session 1 for graphs A-D, and comparing trial 25 vs trial 1 in graph E. *Results*: Probability of lever press: P rats did not significantly increase their probability of lever press across sessions (lack of session effect (F (4,56) = 1.662, n.s), but P rats showed an increase in the probability of lever press across sessions (F (4,48) = 6.112, p\<0.01, ε = .653). Probability of nose-poking: No significant session effect in either line. Latency lever press: both lines showed a reduction in latencies to lever press across sessions (P rats F(4,56) = 3.86, p\<0.01, NP rats F (4,48) = 11.638 p\<0.001). Paired samples t test showed that this decreased in latencies occurred earlier (from session 2) in NP rats as compared with P rats (from session 4). Response bias: P rats performed more nose-poke behaviour than lever presses and this did not change over time (no significant session effect (F (4,56) = 2.192, n.s), whereas NP rats progressively increase their lever press behaviour in comparison with their nose-poke behaviour (significant effect of session: F (4,48) = 4.049, p\<0.05, ε = .612). Nose-pokes in session 1: P rats showed an increase in nose-poking behaviour in the magazine within the first session of Pavlovian conditioned approach (significant effect of session (F(1,14) = 13.808, p\<0.01), whereas NP rats showed stable levels of nose-poking throughout the session (no session effect: F(1,12) = 0.013, n.s.).

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.
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